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85th Linz Award program and friend*

Round Robin April 8 (Part I): Linz Award, Cherish The Children And
Just Say “Yes!” Luncheons
APR 15, 2014 11:57 AM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE A COMMENT

Tuesday, April 8, was one of those days that poets write about. The skies were magnificent with just
enough clouds to break up the all blue look. The temperatures were so friendly that new spring clothes
made their seasonal debut without fear of needing a pashmina. It was almost as if Mother Nature realized
that the day would be filled with countless fundraising activities and she’d better cooperate.

Due to the number of events, the day’s Round Robin is broken into two posts — daytime and night-time.
Thank you for bearing with the MSC team.

85th Annual Linz Award

Attendees at the VIP reception before the 85th annual Linz Award luncheon at the Omni Dallas were a
virtual who’s who of Dallas civic leadership. From Ruth Altshuler and Jennifer Sampson to Walt
Humann, Caren Prothro, Laura Johnson, Kate Newman, Bea and Walt Humann, Pat Patterson,
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Ruth Altshuler, Margot Perot , Lyda Hill and Caren Prothro*

Dolores Barzune, Susan McSherry, Carol and Don Glendenning, Margot Perot, Bobby Lyle, Erle
Nye, Margaret Keliher, Kern Wildenthal and Luncheon Chair Sandy Ammons, the group was beyond
stellar. Then again, what would you expect at an event honoring Forrest Hoglund, the man who raised
more than $185 million toward construction of the Perot Museum of Nature and Science and one of the
most respected civic leaders in Dallas?

“We love the Hoglunds,” Paige McDaniel of Community Partners of Dallas was saying, referring to Forrest
and his wife Sally Hoglund. “They give to every nonprofit in town. And, they really care. They’ll call and
ask, ‘How’s it going?’ That’s why you see so many agencies here today.” Not far away, Forrest was
basking in congratulations from, among others, Lyda Hill, Lee Jackson and Lt. Gov. David Dewhurst.
How did he feel, being chosen for the prestigious Linz honor? “I’m surprised,” Forrest replied. Really?
“Well, you know,” he went on, “everybody else does all the work, and I get the credit!”

Inside the ballroom, where 700 had
gathered for a luncheon of garden spinach
brie en croute, petit filet of beef, seasonal
vegetables, and chocolate or key lime pie
desserts, SMU President Gerald Turner
reviewed the history of the Linz Award,
which is presented annually by the Zale
Corp. and the Dallas Morning News.
Turner pointed out that Hoglund
represents the “rock chop [University of
Kansas] Jayhawk” contingent in Dallas.
“But, due to a twinkle in his eye named
Kelly, SMU is a close No. 2,” Turner
contended. “Forrest had hoped Kansas
would win the NCAA [basketball
tournament], and then we’d just slide on
into this. At least he got in the
tournament! Some of us are still smarting
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David Dewhurst*

Forrest Hoglund*

from that …”

Next Jim Moroney of the DMN said the
Linz was awarded in part for Hoglund’s
“civic engagement,” while Jack Lowe, a
board member for Zales, lauded Forrest’s
money-raising—$30 million so far—on
behalf of Reasoning Mind. That’s a
pioneering, Web-based program that
helps elementary students learn math,
including students in the Dallas
Independent School District. Then Nicole
Small, former CEO at the Perot museum,
called Hoglund the “ultimate cheerleader,
“a man caller ID almost put out of
business,” and “a big thinker who’s not
afraid to challenge” the status quo.

Forrest, for his part, made an acceptance
speech that was brief, gracious and to the
point. Calling the luncheon “a rush” for
him, Hoglund thanked a number of people
including his wife and daughters,
applauded Small, and humorously recalled
one of his first fundraising experiences, in
Houston at the age of 26. Calling on a
crusty oil-and-gas mogul on behalf of the
Houston Museum of Natural Science,
Forrest said the energy magnate told him
point-blank: “I ain’t givin’ no friggin’ money
to no museum.” But, Hoglund hastened to
point out, the donation would be to benefit
the Houston community, not just the
museum. Retorted the oilman: “I hate this
g-d city.”

But Dallas, Forrest concluded, is “on a roll
[these days] like I can’t imagine. …
Everybody’s trying to do great things in
Dallas—and getting them done.” If that’s

true, the 85th Linz awardee is one big
reason why.
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Resources
Cattle Baron's Ball
Communities Foundation of Texas's North
Texas Giving Day
Community Partners of Dallas
Crystal Charity Ball
Dallas Film Society
Equest
Suicide and Crisis Center of North Texas
TACA
The Dallas Institute of Humanities and
Culture
The Dallas Opera
The Trinity Trust

Tea party chair

A treasure chest of art

Cherish The Children
Luncheon

Like Goldilocks, the
300+ guests at the
annual Dallas
CASA’s “Cherish the
Children” fundraising
luncheon had to
check out the
designer chairs and
furnishings in the
silent auction at the
Ritz Carlton’s lobby.
There was a white
chair all prettied up
with satin trim and
pillow that included a
“goodie basket of
MacKenzie Childs.”
Nearby was an art
“full” toy chest. On
the other side of the
tables of items that
extended the full
length of the lobby
were two chairs with

teddy bears in coveralls and yellow plastic “hard hats.”

But the one that
literally stopped traffic
was the green
lounger near the
check-in. Valued at
$1,700, it was a
magnet for eyes and
try-ons. While guests
like Caroline Rose
Hunt and Dedie
Leahy watched,
others like Lara Tafel
and CASA Executive
Director/President
Beverly Levy gave
the “Fit” chair a try.

But the luncheon was
more than bidding
and sitting. It was “to
raise critically needed
funds for Dallas
CASA to recruit and
train volunteer
advocates who help
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Beverly Levy, Caroline Rose Hunt and Dedie Leahy

ensure that abused
and neglected children are
safe, healthy and protected
with loving families.”

To inspire guests,
decorated U.S. Marine
vet/Princeton and Harvard
Business School
grad/author Donovan
Campbell was the keynote
speaker. In addition to
sharing “how he led his
men through some of the
worst battles in Iraq and
Afghanistan, he was able
to translate those
experiences into a life of
servant leadership upon
his return home.

“Campbell described the
three values that underlie
his belief in servant
leadership:

“Be humble — ‘At its
essence, humility is
nothing more than a
realistic and unflinching
view of yourself and your
relationships.’

“Give your best everyday — ‘Today I have given all that I have, that which I have kept I have lost. Effort is
good, but direction is better.’

“Challenge yourself — ‘What is it that I want to be known for when my life is over?’”

Regarding troops returning from overseas, he stressed that “the best way to say ‘thank you’ . . . is to make
sure that they come home to a country worth fighting for.”

Just Say YES! Pointing Youth In The Right Direction Luncheon
It was a spectacular
day with just the right
amount of sunshine,
breeze and
temperatures to enjoy
the outdoors. Ah, a
true rarity in these
parts. But the perfect
spot to enjoy these
conditions was Lisa
and Kenny Troutt’s
estate. For about 300
very fortunate guests
at the annual “Just
Say YES Pointing
Youth in the Right
Direction Luncheon,”
they not only got to
take in the incredible
grounds during the
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The Trinity
TrustLisa Troutt and Dan Bailey

reception, they
learned and were
inspired by the work
of Just Say YES!

established by Dan Bailey back in March 2002.

The program helps “equip teens to succeed by educating them through student assembly speakers and
classroom curriculum. Our goal is empowering students to say ‘Yes’ to their dreams and goals and ‘No’ to
destructive choices.”

On this day, the
guests got a double
whammy! Not only
was the speaker
Gabe Salazar, but he
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Avery Johnson

Sue Bailey and Gabe Salazar

was introduced by
Luncheon Chair
Avery “Coach”
Johnson, whose
legendary basketball
acumen is quickly
being surpassed by
his motivational talks.

And, yet, the young
Latino Gabe gave
Avery a run for his
money in the
speaking department.
The adorable Latino
with his wife, Nancy,
tableside told of his
first-hand knowledge
of being homeless,
gang influence and
being the first in his

family to go to college. Blending humor with touching compassion, his message ranged from a skit
depicting a disabled teenager to frank talk regarding the following:

Too many kids are wishing and not dreaming big.

No teenager’s goal is to be homeless, in jail, strung out on drugs or dead.

There is hope. No one was born an accident. When students tell him, “I was an accident. My parents were
married. My mom was a teenager, etc.” Gabe’s response is, “Your life is not an accident. You are here for
a purpose.”

http://mysweetcharity.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/MG_5357-Avery-Johnson.jpg
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Tavia and Clark Hunt, Knobel Hunt and Nancy and Gabe Salazar

Turning to the adults, like Honorary Chairs Tavia and Clark Hunt with their son Knobel, Sue and Jimmy
Gragg, Heather and Ray Washburne, Sue Bailey, Jennie Gilchrist, Janet McColloch, Bill Nowlin,
Craig Vaughn, Phillip Wise and Robbie Fusch, seated at luncheon tables throughout the room, Gabe
said, “Be a mentor.” To the students, he advised, “Find a mentor.”

But there was still a third speaker, student Chris Caldwell, whose message summed up the program’s
message perfectly: “Don’t tell me the sky’s the limit when there are footprints on the moon.”

* Photo credit: Lisa Stewart
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Writer Julia Reed Became Everybody’s BFF At Community Partners
Of Dallas’ Chick Lit Luncheon
APR 14, 2014 5:30 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN 1 COMMENT

There were rumblings about writer Julia Reed. At the Chick Lit patron party on Thursday, April 3, in the
Carolina Herrera boutique, Community Partners of Dallas Executive Director Paige McDaniel and her
sidekick Joanna Clarke were just downright giddy. “You’re going to love Julia!”

But a half hour into the party, the guest of honor hadn’t arrived. That was okay. There were tornado
warnings in the area and bumbershoots were starting to be the accessory du jour. Perhaps Mississippi-
born Julia was too dainty to broach the threatening weather. That theory would later prove to be as wrong
as wearing muck boots to the Art Ball.

The next day those previous rumblings of “You’re going to love Julia” had heightened to the likes of a pep
rally at Brook Hollow for the Chick Lit Luncheon. The VIP party was jammed with guests. Which one was
Julia? Word had passed that she had indeed made it to the Herrera party and won a whole new crowd of
fans before heading to dinner at Café Pacific with former First Lady Laura Bush.

Say, “What!” She had dinner with Laura?

Finally edging
through the crowd, a
tall brunette with
poreless skin and a
thick head of brown
hair with excellent
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Julia Reed

Cinderette McDaniel

highlights was
spotted. She was
surrounded by other
women, who were not
budging. After all they
had come to the
conclusion that they
were indeed the
brunette’s new very
best friends in the
entire world.

But the camaraderie
was obvious. There
was an ease about
her that made her
appear to be
comfortable whatever
the situation. Let’s
just face the fact that
there are people who

have the gift to make others feel like they’re unique and confidantes. Julia Reed is one of those rare
creatures. She makes you remember those slumber parties when you and your very bestest bud shared
secrets, or at summer camp, when your camper galpal taught you how to shave your legs.

But there was no time to talk during the reception. The fundraising luncheon schedule had to be respected
and hundreds like Kate Rose Marquez, Skye Brewer, Elizabeth Gambrell, Sara Martineau, D’Andra
Simmons, Christie Carter, Kristina Whitcomb, Liz Tankersley and Honorary Chair Jennifer Burr
Altabef were waiting throughout Brook Hollow for the program to begin.

In the ballroom
Presenting Sponsor
Lara Tafel’s guests
like Cheryl Brown
and Amanda Ward
were taking their
place front and center
just before the stage.
To the side of the
stage, Paige’s mom
Cinderette McDaniel
was joined by Neiman
Marcus Downtown’s
Marjon Zabihi
Henderson and
Hayley Louden. That
was curious. NM
presence had been
present in the past.
Hmm.

Before Julia took
over, Luncheon Chair
Jennifer Evans
Morris presented the

8th Annual Partners

http://mysweetcharity.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/MG_5187-Julia-Reed.jpg
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Marjon Zabihi Henderson and Hayley Louden

Lara Tafel

for Children Award to the
Junior League of Dallas for
their “commitment to
meeting the philanthropic
needs of our community.”
Of the 25 years that CPD
has been “ensuring safety,
restoring dignity and
inspiring hope to abused
and neglected children
served by Dallas County
Child Protective Services,”
the JLD has been involved
for 21 of them.

Before Paige led the group
in singing “Happy
Birthday,” she had guests
don party hats. At the
completion of the song
confetti showered the
stage. Party hats were
soon removed as Paige

talked about the
children who are
helped time and time
again through CPD.

Following lunch
(pecan-crusted
chicken on mesclun
greens, dried cherries
and apricots and
maple-balsamic
dressing
accompanied by
ciabatta bread with
goat cheese and
Southern-style cherry
pie), Paige returned
to the podium, where
she announced that
NM had sent a
birthday gift to CPD.
Out of a NM box, a
pair of Louboutin

stilettos were pulled. The
message: CPD would be
the recipient of the 2015
Stiletto Strut at NM
Downtown. (In checking
with Marjon, it was learned
that NM would be taking a
pass this year on the
annual strut-athon and
would return in the fall of
2015.) Ah, so that’s why
the two NM gals were
lunching.
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Jennifer Morris and Paige McDaniel

Julia Reed

At 12:20 p.m. Julia took
over the podium. Now, this
group has seen and heard
some of the country’s most

popular girly-type speakers including Gigi Levangie, Allison Winn Scotch and Emily Giffin, so this
wasn’t their first talk-rodeo. They had heard everything from Hollywood gossip to personal challenges. Now,
their word-of-mouth, built-up expectations were on the line.

With a Southern drawl that is longer than
the Mississippi River, Julie connected
immediately with her audience. It was
obvious that she was comfortable in her
skin and made everyone else in the room
feel right at home with her. If she name-
dropped, she did it not to impress but to
share. She talked about

her landing her job as contributing editor
for “Newsweek” handling both New
Orleans politics and the monthly “Food
and Drink” column
writing for Vogue and its editor Anna
Wintour and fashion guru André Leon
Talley
and her latest book “But Mama Always
Put Vodka in Her Sangria!”
Let’s face it. To have described in a post
her stories would not do the tales nor
Julia justice. Her delivery was just too
engaging and hit the spot. So, for the first
time, MySweetCharity is going to post a
couple of video clips of Julia on highlights:

The first dealt with a previous Chanel
fashion show in which designer Karl
Lagerfeld focused on transparent skirts.

Following the show, Julia, André and a movie producer from Clarksdale, Mississippi, attended a press
conference with Lagerfeld. (Editor’s note: This clip includes some language that some might feel
inappropriate. If so, pass on viewing.)
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Following her talk, Julia took questions from the audience including what she thought of Kim Kardashian
and Kanye West on the cover of “Vogue” and what would be [Julia's] last meal. For your consideration,
here is the G-rated video.

The videos are proof why MSC realized its own limitations in describing a situation. Julia in person was
simply indescribable. If you were there, you know it. If you weren’t there, you missed a great time.

You and 55 others like this.55 people like this.
Sign Up to see what your friends like.
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Lengthy Event Raises Money For Children’s Cancer Fund
APR 14, 2014 11:30 AM BY ELLERY THE ELF LEAVE A COMMENT

Since its founding in 1982, the Children’s Cancer Fund has awarded more than $7 million to help Children’s
Medical Center and UT Southwestern Medical Center in their battles against childhood cancer. Friday, April
4th, organizers were aiming to add another quarter-million dollars or so for the fight from the nonprofit’s

26th Annual Luncheon & Fashion Show at the Hilton Anatole.

CCF’s annual fundraiser is always one of the most heart-warming—and heart-rending—events of the year.
And, the 2014 edition was no exception. That was evident right from the get-go, when many of the 39
participating young cancer patients and survivors gathered backstage with various celebrities before the
luncheon began.
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Zoe Teemer and Jim Stroud*
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Valeria Renteria and Michelle LeBoeuf*

Over in one corner of the noisy space, a young girl was getting her hair curled. Another child was being
interviewed by someone from NBC-5. Still others were posing for photos with “circus clowns,” or with a
couple of Dallas Cowboys Cheerleaders. Country singer Rudy Gatlin sat talking quietly with one
youngster, his arm thrown over the back of her wheelchair, while, not far away, Miss Texas Teen, Kellie
Stewart, stood in the middle of a group of pink-clad firefighters from Longview as someone snapped their
photo.
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Tyler Kuelbs and Stacie Wells**

The heart-rending part continued in the Chantilly Ballroom, where nearly 1,000 people had gathered for
the luncheon and fashion show. After welcoming messages from longtime Honorary Co-chairs Roger

Staubach and Troy Aikman (it was Roger’s 26th year, Troy’s 18th), Luncheon Co-chairs Tyler Kuelbs
and Stacie Wells addressed the crowd. Each was accompanied by her young cancer-survivor son—Nick
Kuelbs and AJ Wells—and each broke down weeping before she could finish her brief message.

After attendees heard from Mistress and Master of Ceremonies Clarice Tinsley and Steve Eagar of Fox 4
News and began enjoying a lunch of cream of spinach soup, classic coq au vin, and lemon meringue pie,
Scott Murray brought on auctioneer Matt Blevins. Blevins proceeded to conduct a very long, very drawn-
out auction segment, during which the likes of a painting, a wine-cellar dinner, and a South African safari
were sold—and the patience of the 1,000 guests was tried.
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Carter Fielding and Roger Staubach*

Following the second of two videos—and then a cash call after that!—the runway show, or what Eagar
called “the meat of the program,” began at long last. Sponsored by Fashion Presenter Dillard’s, the runway
show was adorable as always. Among the most memorable sights were Rush Urschel, president of the
Junior Leadership Board at Children’s, accompanying little Brooke Hart, who was on crutches; former
Dallas Cowboy Ray Johnston holding up a card representing Logan Quintana, who was feeling under
the weather and couldn’t attend; and Staubach with Carter Fielding, who was sporting a “moustache” and
holding up both hands in a triumphant Churchill-style, V-for-Victory salute. Cracked Eagar: “He’s a future
politician, as you can see.”

After a raffle drawing for a 2014 Mercedes-Benz CLA, a pitch to buy the tulip centerpieces, and a closing
song by Amber Carrington, semi-finalist on “The Voice” TV show, the event ended at last around 1:30
p.m., roughly half an hour past the scheduled closing time. For those who’d been there since 10 a.m.,
when the affair began, it all made for a very long, very exhausting day that might have benefited from a
little prudent editing.

* Photo credit: Juan Pulido

** Photo credit: Edgar Vargas
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Carolina Herrera store

Round Robin April 3: Chick Lit And Mad Hatter’s Tea Patron Parties
and Girls Party
APR 14, 2014 9:30 AM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE A COMMENT

Once again Thursday proved to be an overabundant serving of appetizers for the weekend. In the case of
Thursday, April 3, it was on the eve of the Final Four and the night of SMU playing the Minnesota Golden
Gophers in Madison Square Garden.

Oh, did we mention that tornado warnings and watches were lighting up the skies and local newscasts?

Among the activities taking place were

Racing for the Sight patron party at Vinnette and Mike Montgomery’s new home benefiting the
Retina Foundation
Fashion Cited with Ron Corning emceeing at Frontiers of Flight Museum for the Retina Foundation

Chick Lit Patron Party
Carolina Herrera is the
jewel box of couture
clothing. And despite the
threatening weather, the
CH boutique in Highland
Park Village had the ladies
turn out for the Chick Lit
Luncheon patron party.

While waiting for guest of
honor/next-day’s-
luncheon-speaker Julia
Reed to arrive, about 100
guests chatted and
checked out the gems on
the hangar. One poor gent
looked at a spectacular
shimming evening gown
and queried, “$2,000?” A
broad streak of shock
swept over the nearby
gals. He just knew he had
insulted the creation. From
the sidelines, one
understanding female
suggested, “That would
pay for the label and
perhaps the hangar.” As
for the gown, in an
addition to the gold, it also
comes in green and blue. .

. and it will probably be a showstopper in the months to come at galas.

As for Julia, she eventually arrived and
immediately became best friends with
everyone. As for dinner, she had a dinner
date at Café Pacific with a local gal-pal —
Laura Bush. But it was an early dinner
because Julia had the Chick Lit Luncheon
the next morning at Brook Hollow.

Mad Hatter’s Tea Patron
Party
The Mad Hatter’s Tea Honorary Chair
Gina Ginsburg and husband Scott
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Melinda Rathke

Scott and Gina Ginsburg

hosted their very first “philanthropy”
gathering at their new Highland Park
mansion. Four years in the making, the
residence would have delighted French
royalty pre-revolution — and the Rolling
Stones.

In the two-story library, a life-size photo
of Mick Jagger was in place upstairs,
while paintings by JD Miller were just at
eye level at the room’s entry. The old

masters would have been very impressed with JD’s talents.

In the formal living room
that was as proper and
traditional as King Louis
XIV, a very modern portrait
of Marie Antoinette
stopped traffic. It wasn’t
the Marie A. that one
recalls. Imagine a very
stylized Marie A . Despite
attempts to find an artist’s
signature on the painting,
Scott smiled and insisted
that he had done it and
Gina was the subject — “I
didn’t know what to do
with her face, so I gave
her a face mask.”

Eventually the crowd of
around 100 gathered in
the den where Mad
Hatter’s Tea Chair Lisa
Loy Laughlin welcomed
the group and then had
Jocelyn White reveal that
as a thank you, Lisa and
Dallas Arboretum
Women’s Council
President Bettina
Hennessy had arranged to
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Lisa Loy Laughlin and Bettina Hennessy

Nancy Carlson

have a blooming bed in the Ginsburg Plaza dedicated in Gina’s honor — “Sweet Gina’s Blooming Bed”.
Only problem? They were going to present Gina with a certificate to seal the deal, but it “was in the mail.”

Girls Party
The day before, Nancy
Carlson had been giving
real thought to moving the
Girls Party benefiting the
Dallas Children’s Theater
into the Carlson mansion.
After all, the weather
guessers had threatening
everything excluding the
plague and swarms of
locusts hitting the area.

But surprise! Like a
general leading her troops
into battle, Nancy decided
she would chance it and
held the party outdoors
and Co-Chairs Maggie
Kipp and Tara Lewis
were on board.

Ma Nature cooperated,
providing what appeared to
be a fireworks show with
lightning flashing in the
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Maggie Kipp and Annika Cail

Tented backyard

skies above and making the thunder clouds looking like bruised meringue. She even added a touch of a
breeze to keep things cool for the 200 gals.

As for the Carlson estate, it was once again a whimsical setting with tents, mountains of desserts, grown-
up beverages and entertainment all over the place. Artist JD Miller did one of his live paint-a-thons with
his bride Lea Fisher watching. The Dallas Youth Repertory Program did a “flash mob” performance.
Guests found themselves donning leis and learning how to hula.

But the big surprise was
the song dedication to
Dallas Children’s Theater
Chairman of the Board
Sharron Hunt, who had
been the DJ sponsor for
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JD Miller and Lea Fisher

Robyn Flatt, Linda Gray, Sharron Hunt and Elaine Saab

music by DJs Jen Miller
and Paul Paredes.

Sharron and Maggie also
coordinated efforts to have
Linda “Dallas” Gray on
the scene as honorary
celebrity chair, thanks to
their friendship with Elaine
Saab. In addition to being
Sharron’s friend, Elaine’s
kids grew up with Maggie.
It was a few years ago
that Elaine tracked Linda
down to speak at a
Mississippi women’s
conference. Learning about
the Girls Party, Elaine

reached out to Linda who, despite having a 5:30 a.m. call the next morning, looked spectacular and was
overly accommodating to one and all.

DCT’s Robyn Flatt looked like a school kid herself with the recent success of “Mariachi Girl” and the
evening’s fundraiser. For the past 10 years the Cabaret Gala has been the main fundraiser. The Girls’
Party has become delicious frosting on the fundraising cake for the theater that has become a treasure to
parents and kids throughout the area.

Despite the threatening weather, Nancy made the right call.
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A Passing: Margaret Doggett
Crow…
APR 12, 2014 1:59 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN 1

2013 Crystal Charity Ball Check
Presentation Topped $4.7M…
APR 8, 2014 5:30 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE
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COMMENT

Margaret Doggett Crow’s
life was the stuff of which
great movies are made.
Born in 1919, she was an
only child whose parents
died in an automobile
accident in 1939 just

outside Waxahachie, when she was just 19.
Months later, after touring Europe with friends, she
was on board the S S  Athenia returning to the [ ]

JUST IN: Family Gateway To
Spearhead Campaign To End
Dallas Child Homelessness By
2017…
APR 10, 2014 4:15 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN 2

COMMENTS

This morning the
leadership of  Family
Gateway held a breakfast
to announce a
collaborative efforts by
area non-profits,
business and government

Plans And 2014 Crystal Charity
Ball Ten Best Dressed Plus Hall
Of Famer Revealed…
APR 9, 2014 5:30 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE

A COMMENT

Wednesday, April 2,
Harlan Crow was
sounding like your typical
dad explaining to guests
at the Park Cities Historic
and Preservation Society
Luncheon why his estate

had been rolled. The “rollers” must have bought
         

Equest Ambassadors Munched
On Jan Miller’s And Jeff Rich’s
Lawn As Triple…
APR 9, 2014 1:30 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN 3

COMMENTS

If you want to see Jan
Miller and Jeff Rich light
up, just say,
“Schumacher.” He’s their
beagle, who will be
turning 14 on May 9.
From the Kennedys to

Rob Lowe, Shuey has charmed one and all who

A COMMENT

So what’s a half million
$? A heck of a lot of
moolah to the non-profits.
That was extremely
evident to nine area
children’s charities at
Maggiano’s Monday,

March 31. The mega-giveaway was the check
presentation by the 2013 Crystal Charity Ball
committee  That’s the tricky deal in the world of

MySweetCharity Photo Gallery
Alert: 2013 Crystal Charity Ball
Check Presentation…
APR 8, 2014 3:30 PM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE

A COMMENT

When you receive a
check for nearly a half
million dollars, it’s time to
celebrate. And that’s
what the 2013 Crystal
Charity Ball recipients did
at NorthPark’s

Maggiano’s on Monday, March 31. For your
      

Smokey Robinson is ‘Hella Good’
at LaunchAbility Fundraiser…
APR 8, 2014 1:30 PM BY ELLERY THE ELF LEAVE

A COMMENT

The annual fundraising
concert put on by
LaunchAbility has
featured some pretty big
names in its 13 years.
Names like Tony Bennett,
Ray Charles, Bonnie

Raitt and Willie Nelson. But few performers or
performances have topped Monday, March 31st’s
“A Special Evening With Smokey Robinson hosted

House Of DIFFA 2014
Masquerade Was DIFFA-nitely
DIFFA-rent…
APR 8, 2014 11:30 AM BY JEANNE PREJEAN 1

COMMENT

Sometimes memories of
past glories can create
impossible expectations
for future efforts. With the
2013 House of DIFFA
extravaganza only
growing in stature as the

months passed, this year’s fundraiser benefiting
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Click here for more posts from My Sweet Charity...

How About Spending Saturday
Evening With “Ethel Merman,
Mother Teresa. . . And…
APR 9, 2014 9:30 AM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE

A COMMENT

Just from the title, you
can’t help but be
intrigued what kind of
person wrote and lived —
“Ethel Merman, Mother
Teresa. . . and Me.” But
when you hear the

author’s last name, your mind wanders to world-
       

Ronald McDonald House of
Dallas’ Young Friends Found
Casablanca At Union Station…
APR 8, 2014 9:55 AM BY JEANNE PREJEAN LEAVE

A COMMENT

This report from the field
came in about the
younger set of the
Ronald McDonald House
of Dallas partying and
raising funds for RMHD:  
The Ronald McDonald

House of Dallas Young Friends  group held its
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